Timeline (CST)

- 0730: Buses leave Nashville
- 0915: Stop at Buc-ees in Crossville, TN to stretch legs
- 1045: Arrive at ORNL/SNS for lunch
- 1145: Round up to begin tours
- 1215: Bus at Graphite Reactor
- 1215: Bus at HFIR
- 1215: Buses at SNS
- 1315: Load buses
- 1345: Load buses
- 1345: Buses at SNS
- 1415: Bus at Graphite Reactor
- 1415: Bus at HFIR
- 1515: Load buses
- 1615: Stop at Buc-ees in Crossville, TN to stretch legs
- 1800: Buses arrive in Nashville

**NOTE:** the evening return time to Nashville when making lodging accommodations or scheduling return flights.

https://buc-ees.com